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Introduction to the Rite which Follows 
The following ritual does not sell your soul to Satan or eternally dedicate you 

to His path. It is simply an initiation—a formal declaration of your 

newfound religion. This ritualizes your path as a Satanist and opens you to 

the guidance of Satan. A dedication ritual is only advisable to a very 

experienced Satanist. 

The ritual utilizes blasphemy and self-help affirmations to rid the mind of 

indoctrination and self-defeating dialogue. Curse words are included to create 

greater outflow of emotion. 

The rite is written to be nondenominational, so the only names that are used 

are the various spellings of Satan and the Islamic titles for Him: Eblis and 

Shaitan. The name Lucifer isn’t used and Satan is not equated to any 

preexistent deities. This is done only to ensure that the ritual is applicable to 

everyone. 

The Black Sun is the source of individuality and magickal ability within 

mankind. The Black Light shines from it into the souls of man, creating a 

repository of its infernal effulgence called the Black Flame. 

 

Instructions are placed in parentheses, translations of foreign phrases are 

placed in brackets, and foreign phrases are written in small caps to make 

them easier to read. Any phrases which require repetition are italic; the 

number of repetitions required are in the parentheses. 

Perform this at night, alone. 

Make any alterations that you consider necessary to the ritual. Make sure 

you read it before hand in order to make sure that you understand all of the 

pretentious language.  



 

For this ritual, you need a chalice, cup, or receptacle of any kind. Fill 

it with alcohol, energy drink, juice, or some combination of two or 

all of the three. You will need a table or surface, which will 

henceforth be called the altar. This altar will need to have these three 

symbols on it, either printed out or drawn on pieces of paper. The 

first is a symbol of Satan, the second is a symbol of Satan and the 

Satanic Process [alchemy and self-imposed evolution], and the third 

is a symbol of Satan. 

 

  

 

As you perform the ritual, focus on feelings of empowerment 

throughout the rite. Feel rage when you blaspheme and feel 

admiration and respect when you praise. 

Best of luck. 

  



The Initiating Rite of the Satanic Religion 

(Facing the west, knock on the altar nine times to initiate the ritual) 

(Visualize a bright, sky blue pentagram on your heart. Imagine it glowing 

there, brilliantly, for the entirety of the ritual. Do not feel shame, failure, 

or dismay if you lose focus. You are expected to) 

 

(Chant this phrase eleven times) 

MELUS DE QUO MAGNA [Reality emanates from the Satanic/Demonic] 

 

It is my Will and intent to become a disciple of Satan, the King of Hell. 

This ritual serves as my initiation to Satanic Magick and as the start of my 

pilgrimage upon the Left Hand Path. I seek apotheosis in the Black Light 

of the Devil. 

 

(Chant the next three phrases 9 times) 

SUBHAN SHAITAN [Glory to Satan] 

AGIOS O SATANAS [Hallowed be Satan] 

ILI-ILU SATANA [My God is Satan] 

 

The Judao-Christian and Islamic religions are like a cemetery wherein the 

wisdom of ancient religions lies buried and dead. The pale and unworthy 

flowers which grow from its soil are accursed traps for the inattentive 

conformist. 

(Knock on the altar three times to blaspheme the trinity.) 

Fuck Yeshua the Christ and Allah of Islam! I spit upon their images and 

wish death upon their angels! 



 

(The next few phrases serve to call upon Satan. You are calling His 

attention, not summoning Him) 

SATHANEL, EK KALLA THIK! EBLISHUMMA, VENIAT AD ME! VENI, 

OMNIPOTENS AETERNAE SATANAS! 

[Satan, I call Thee! Oh Satan come to me! Come, omnipotent eternal 

Satan!] 

 

Henceforth I am a Satanist, a heretic, a black magickian, and a scholar. I 

will seek knowledge of Darkness and wisdom concerning the black 

theology of the Left Hand Path. 

SHAITANU AKBAR! SHAITANU KABEER! AGIOS O SATAN! 

[Satan is Greatest! Satan is Great! Hallowed be Satan!] 

 

Critical thinking, heretical doctrine, personal judgment, practiced 

divination, thorough research, and Qlippothic gnosis are like luminaries 

in a forbidden constellation which leads the magickian to the Kingdom of 

Darkness—a Benighted Palace of Knowledge and Pleasure. 

MIRABILIA OPERA TUA, DOMINE SATANAS, ET ANIMA MEA COGNISCIT 

NEMIS! 

[Marvellous are they works, Lord Satanas, and my soul knows it well] 

 

Black magickal alchemy is the process of refining the soul of the 

magickian. 

Its first step is Nigredo: the Blackening. The removal of indoctrinated 

forms of thinking which impede the knowledge, confidence, and 

understanding of the Satanist. 



Its second step is Albedo: the Whitening. The empowerment of the soul 

through meditation and ceremony. 

Its third step is Rubedo: the Reddening. The empowerment of the soul 

through communion with spirits. 

AGIOS ISCHYROS SATANEL! SUBHAN EBLIS! OECREMI SATANAS! 

[Hallowed be the God Satan! Glory to Satan! Praise Satan!] 

 

(Recite each of the following phrases 38 times) 

I am always entirely confident. 

Jesus and Muhammad were worthless fucking liars. 

I always feel like I am in control. 

The demons desire my evolution. 

 

I will seek to master the magickal arts through meditation and ceremony 

so that I might exert absolute control over my destiny. I will seek 

understanding of myself and I will learn divination. 

SATANA ILLUMINATEO MEA! [Satan, Enlighten Me!] 

 

I command my aura and soul to accept influence of the King of Hell so 

that He might guide my path and empower my being. 

OECREMI SATAN, A IABES DE ORS SA IABES OLORA! MURIFRI DE L 

QLIPPOTH, ZIRDO G FAFEN! 

[Praise Satan, the Lord of Darkness and Lord of Man! Angel of Hell, I 

am Your follower!] 

 



The Nigrescent Light of the Black Sun is like a Lantern to my feet on the 

Left Hand Path. The Serpent’s corruption of Eve is both the gate and key 

to the godlike potential of humanity. The Black Flame is the spiritual 

component and potential within my soul; it is the torch which illuminates 

self-determination! 

(As you say the next three phrases, visualize the chamber or area glowing 

a light purple, and the contents of the chalice glowing brilliantly purple) 

FIAT AUR SHE-IN BO MACHSHAVAH! AGIOS O SOL NIGRANTIS! ARPHE 

PUGO NORMOLAP! 

 [Let there be Infernal Light! Hallowed be the Black Sun! Descend 

amongst the sons of man!] 

(Drink the chalice and become transformed) 

 

 

Fuck Christ! Hail Satan! So it is done! So mote it be! 

HO DRAKON HO MEGAS! AGIOS O SATANAS! SUBHAN DRAKON 

PURRHOS! SHAITANU AKBAR! 

[The Great Dragon! Hallowed be Satan! Glory to the Red Dragon! Satan 

is Greatest!] 

(this is the ritual’s end) 

  



 

 

 

So now you’re a Satanist. Do you feel different? Do you feel 

powerful? 

Henceforth, seek out and read every book that you can find 

concerning Theistic Satanism—at least, every book that was 

written by a Theistic Satanist. Know that you are your own 

priest and you are not required to have faith in anything, or 

do anything that you disagree with. The foreign phrases in 

this rite are apt mantras for meditation and should be 

repeated under your breath during physical exercise in the 

weeks that follow. The four mantras should each be repeated 

27 times before sleep. 

 

-V. Kayta Uridimmus Jehannum 

 


